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In House Training
Training how you like, when you like and where you like…!
All our courses can be run “in-house” and tailored specifically to your needs at a date that suits
your schedule and work routine as well as
building upon your training requirements,
systems and procedures.
They can all be delivered at premises of your
choice and at a time to suit you. We can
provide all training equipment, screens,
handouts and documentation leaving you to
only arrange a venue, the delegates and
refreshments if required.
Outsourced training provision
Whether you have already identified a training need or you wish HSE Solutions to conduct a full
training needs analysis of your workforce we are delighted to offer our outsourced unique
tailored training provision. We, provide tailored training programs that can be rolled out over
multiple sites. We can arrange local venues close to your facilities, contact and co-ordinate
attendance at the event and provide full documentation on attendance and evaluation.
Cost effective training
In house training can often be a very cost-effective method where more than four staff need
trained. The majority of courses can be run for up to 16 delegates and the fees charged remain
the same irrespective of the numbers attending.
Client Specific Training
HSE Solutions can custom design coursed
specifically for clients on any subject relating the
health, safety and environment. We are able to call on
our extensive experience of our consultants as well as
our external specialist to ensure that, whether it be for
senior management or new trainees, you get the best
custom designed training experience for your staff.

A list of all our training courses and enquiry forms can be found on our website www.hsesolutions.co.uk
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